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Fairfax Imaging’s Pharmacy Order Capture System provides
a turn-key mail order pharmacy imaging and processing
solution with the ultimate in scalability, photographic image
quality, flexibility and accuracy.
These capabilities deliver to your operation the maximum
benefit that imaging and data capture technologies
possess. Because the systems have a modular design,
extensive features and built-in customization capabilities,
they can be rapidly deployed and easily changed and
expanded to keep up with your growing business.

Scalability

Quick Modules is a scalable solution that can grow as your
order volume increases.
From the start, companies can acquire the benefits
they need at a cost they can justify. As these pharmacy
operations grow, they keep pace by obtaining added
functionality and processing power without having to throw
away what is already installed.
The scalability of the Quick Modules software suite will
support your pharmacy operation with virtually unlimited
growth potential.
Building onto the current solution with additional modules
and capacity for increased volume enables our solution to
grow with you.

Photographic Image Quality
If your operation’s pharmacists and technicians read and
enter information into your pharmacy management system
from the prescription and other document images, they will
need a system that can deliver photographic quality images
captured from both sides of these documents.
Prescriptions written on dark colored or safety paper, or on
paper with complex printed backgrounds, will need to be as
legible as those written on plain white paper.
Fairfax Imaging is hardware independent and can
recommend the right scanner for your operation. This
combined with the color image capabilities of our software
systems will meet all of your image quality requirements.

Flexibility
As your processing requirements increase, additional
capabilities such as automatic order creation, paperless
check deposit via Fairfax Imaging’s Quick Check 21
processor, automated faxback processing with automatic
reminder faxes or unsolicited-new-prescription-by-fax
processing, can be accomplished by simply choosing
the appropriate modules from Quick Modules.
Electronic prescribing is offered through an
integrated module connecting the e-prescription
network to your fulfillment system.
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ӹӹ Performs high speed color batch
scanning of both sides of all
incoming prescriptions and other
forms of documents.
ӹӹ Sets priority of orders at scan
time.
ӹӹ Captures “Receive and “Scan”
dates at scan time.
ӹӹ Automatically identifies all forms.
ӹӹ Automatically uploads data and
image pointers to pharmacy
management system.
ӹӹ Automatically uploads images to
image repository.
ӹӹ Faster order input through highspeed scanning and imaging.
ӹӹ Automated fax import process.
ӹӹ Efficient order keying and
correction process.

Automated Script Recognition
Fairfax Imaging continues to invest in technologies designed to improve
efficiencies and reduce the cost to fill a prescription. Our ScriptReader recognition
engine was designed to accurately read the pre-printed information on the script.
By applying this recognition technology, the amount of keying required to enter
the script information and complete item entry by technicians or pharmacists is
significantly reduced.

Accuracy
Fairfax Imaging’s crisp color prescription images are much easier to read than
black & white images. Legibility is improved due to better image quality. The
prescription information can be entered into the pharmacy management system
quickly. Alteration of the Rx is as easily detected on the image as it is on the
original document.
This is the flexibility of our solution that today’s growing companies need. No
dead ends.
The features and benefits of Fairfax Imaging’s systems are many but choosing to
partner with Fairfax Imaging brings other benefits to your organization as well. By
design, Fairfax Imaging is a technically sophisticated and responsive company.
Its resolve to exceed customer’s expectations is unwavering. This, combined
with its extensive experience in the pharmacy industry, makes Fairfax Imaging an
unparalleled business partner for your organization.

About Fairfax Imaging
Fairfax Imaging, headquartered in Tampa, Florida with offices around the U.S.,
was founded in 1994 to provide high-quality products and integration services
to the document, fax and form processing industries. Since its inception, Fairfax
Imaging has remained focused on its primary niche area of expertise. This focus
and commitment to quality have led Fairfax Imaging to become a leader in the
area of document imaging, faxing, paperless bank deposits and automated data
capture.
A number of Fortune 500 corporations, plus the largest pharmacy benefits
management corporations in the U.S. have entrusted their automated and
human-assisted data capture needs to systems built and installed by Fairfax
Imaging. By doing so, these corporations have seen a tremendous improvement
in the efficiency and productivity of their workforce. They were also able to reap
immediate and tangible returns on investments.
In addition to integrating the latest achievements in imaging, and with the
objective to allow its products to be seamlessly integrated, Fairfax Imaging
has pioneered the “user exit” concept. Under this paradigm, the core product
contains extensive functionality that can fulfill most of the imaging and data
capture needs of the end-user client. However, in order to ensure that all the
requirements of the client are met, the user exits present throughout the product
are fully customizable.
This results in the product being tailored to the end-user needs while preserving
the essential core components, which have been extensively tested, and hence
do not need to be re-written. This technique has also proven to mitigate the risks
associated with the implementation of the type of complex systems required in
the Pharmacy Services Industry and allow for a much easier and faster overall
installation.
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